
UCAAS + SD-WAN

Discover a world of opportunities

Video: The Lifeline to The World

The current demand for video as a replacement for in  
person interactions is top of mind for almost every  
business.  Enabling employees in remote offices across the 
globe to collaborate through sophisticated communication 
tools is essential for preserving operational efficiency,  
maintaining workforce productivity and reducing expenses.

Whether you’re looking for a standalone UC product or an 
enhancement to your Microsoft Teams functionality,  
FirstComm offers a variety of solutions that can take your 
virtual meetings to new levels. 

UCaaS + SD-WAN = Performance Excellence 

Currently, the cross-industry demand on businesses to adopt 
or enhance IP-based applications (UC, Teams, etc.) is  
growing exponentially. The need for consistent uptime, 
security monitoring and analytics in addition to reliable 
high-quality sound and video, is even more vital than ever 
before. 

Whether the goal is to expand cloud-based offerings, deploy 
a larger virtual workforce, or simply revaluate a long-term 
continuity strategy, aligning a reliable network against high 
quality communication resources will pave the path for 
success.  

The FirstComm Advantage

FirstComm offers a vast selection of UC, SD-WAN and  
Security solutions that offer enterprise grade performance, 
high-level audio and visual tools, and security monitoring 
across remote offices. Everything needed to elevate  
business connectivity for any business at an affordable price. 

Lower Operational Costs

Minimize business disruptions, reduce deployment 
cycles, and avoid detrimental outages that typically 
cost hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Network Optimization

Ensure disruption free business connectivity 
through intuitive application performance.

Next Level Audio & Video Quality

Host virtual meetings with confidence, ensuring  
every meeting experience offers top notch audio 
and visual quality for attendees.

UC Performance Management & Monitoring

Monitor and prioritize applications, usage, and  
devices across your remote workforce & accelerate 
troubleshooting efforts, reducing triage time. 

True Mobility 

Wherever you need desktop and mobile resources 
or VPN capabilities, employees can access all  
business resources from most any device.
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